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1111    DECODABILITYDECODABILITYDECODABILITYDECODABILITY: : : : For each For each For each For each Grade 1 Grade 1 Grade 1 Grade 1 reading selection, we added the phoneticallyreading selection, we added the phoneticallyreading selection, we added the phoneticallyreading selection, we added the phonetically----regular words, all of whose sounds have been taught, plus the regular words, all of whose sounds have been taught, plus the regular words, all of whose sounds have been taught, plus the regular words, all of whose sounds have been taught, plus the     
phoneticallyphoneticallyphoneticallyphonetically----irregular words that have been taught, and divided by the tirregular words that have been taught, and divided by the tirregular words that have been taught, and divided by the tirregular words that have been taught, and divided by the total number of words.  The figure shown here averages all those quotal number of words.  The figure shown here averages all those quotal number of words.  The figure shown here averages all those quotal number of words.  The figure shown here averages all those quooootients.tients.tients.tients.    
    

2222    COMPREHENSIVENESS: COMPREHENSIVENESS: COMPREHENSIVENESS: COMPREHENSIVENESS: We identified 70 letterWe identified 70 letterWe identified 70 letterWe identified 70 letter----sound correspondences (LSCs) often taught in Grade 1, and found how many of these each program sound correspondences (LSCs) often taught in Grade 1, and found how many of these each program sound correspondences (LSCs) often taught in Grade 1, and found how many of these each program sound correspondences (LSCs) often taught in Grade 1, and found how many of these each program     
cocococovvvvers.  We also list all additional LSers.  We also list all additional LSers.  We also list all additional LSers.  We also list all additional LSCs each program teaches in Grade 1.Cs each program teaches in Grade 1.Cs each program teaches in Grade 1.Cs each program teaches in Grade 1.    
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INTENSIVENESS: INTENSIVENESS: INTENSIVENESS: INTENSIVENESS: We counted how often We counted how often We counted how often We counted how often 1111stststst graders graders graders graders practice (i.e., see, hear, say, and write)  practice (i.e., see, hear, say, and write)  practice (i.e., see, hear, say, and write)  practice (i.e., see, hear, say, and write) threethreethreethree representative representative representative representative    LSCs LSCs LSCs LSCs (m, short o, long a spelled (m, short o, long a spelled (m, short o, long a spelled (m, short o, long a spelled """"aaaa----eeee"""") ) ) )     
in their in their in their in their respective respective respective respective introductory lessons.  introductory lessons.  introductory lessons.  introductory lessons.  ThThThTheeee figure figure figure figure shown here shown here shown here shown here is the total for th is the total for th is the total for th is the total for thoooose se se se threethreethreethree lessons lessons lessons lessons....            
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